
Universal AC input: AC100-277V, 50/60Hz. 
If  dimming needed, connect the dimmable wires.

Pendent mount with ring

Wire diagram

Pendent mount with hook

Always ensure the power is OFF and the fitting has cooled down before performing any maintenance, cleaning, 
changing the globe or adjustment to the fitting.
 Check seals, gaskets and cable gland operation before testing the luminaire. 
Hook installation lamps should not be put where there is and where make it swings,In case of lamp swing to make 
fixed end loose and hook contracting position weared
This Product is Class I and must be Earthed.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
STANDARD LED HIGHBAY
MODEL: MI6SK36A-130S-100W

Read all instructions carefully before preforming any work. 
It may cause damages if this instruction not followed properly.

Installed by the qualified electrician holding a certificate
Do not install any luminaire near the heat source.

Input voltage Power Material

100W

Operating temperature

-20oC to 50oC100-277V ~ 50/60Hz

Model 

MI6SK36A-130S-100W  Heavy duty die-cast aluminum

Weight

2.16kg
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Please check accessories fit with installation condition and correct order

 Type A：Pendent Mount
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 Type C：Pole Mount

Pull all the wires out of the pole Tighten the U-bracket with nut.
Pass the luminaire electrical wires  
through the U-bracket and nut.

Adjust the M5 screws on the side of U-bracket 
to rotate the fixture to the proper angle.

Connect the AC input wires to the luminaire electrical 
wires. If dimming needed, connect the dimmable wires.

pole

U-bracket

Type B：U-Bracket Mount

Drill holes with electric drill. Tap the expansion bolt into the hole.
Align the U-bracket’s hole 
with the expansion bolt.

Tighten the screws with sleeve.

Connect the AC input wires to the 
luminaire electrical wires. If dimming 
needed, connect the dimmable wires.

Adjust the M5 screws on the side of U-
bracket to rotate the fixture to the proper 
angle
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